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Ruling bolsters pride parade crowds
Jubilation amplified at SF,
NY events after Supreme
Court’s OK of gay marriage
By GEOFF EDGERS
AND PETER HOLLEY
WASHINGTON P O S T

SAN FRANCISCO — At 10:22
on Sunday morning, on the
corner of crowded Beale and
Market streets, Tara Sorgentoni
hopped off a rumbling motorcy-

cle, raced over to her girlfriend
and knelt with a small whiteboard containing her marriage
proposal.
Friends shrieked as Jennifer
Berg, a 43-year-old real estate
agent, checked the box — yes —
and held up her ring.
“I wasn’t going to do it for a
couple more weeks,” said Sorgentoni, 37, a bartender. “But
this is a monumental weekend.
We can get married in any state
we want.”
The San Francisco Pride and

Celebration Parade is always
big, with about a million observers lining downtown streets to
watch an eye-catching array of
floats that blend high theater
with grass-roots advocacy. But
this year, the event added even
more buzz, observers said, because of last week’s Supreme
Court vote allowing same-sex
marriage across the country.
“I’m not big on crowds and
don’t often come,” said Andy
Ansen, 57, a retired lawyer who

Christian
Vidaure,
left, Darrell
Hardaway
and Jasmine
Haygood
perform
Sunday at the
San Francisco
Pride and
Celebration
Parade.
TONY AVELAR / Associated Press
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TOYOTA / SAVE MART 350

‘Memorable’ finish

Second
fugitive
shot,
captured
Escaped killer found near
Canadian border two days
after fellow inmate killed
By MICHAEL BALSAMO
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S
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Kyle Busch takes the lead Sunday in the NASCAR Toyota / Save Mart 350 at Sonoma Raceway.

Biggest crowd at raceway in decade gathers to bid Gordon goodbye
Carson Smith,
13, of San Jose
cheers on Dale
Earnhardt Jr.
at Sonoma
Raceway on
Sunday.

By PHIL BARBER
T H E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

I

t was the biggest crowd at Sonoma Raceway in
a decade, tens of thousands of fans streaming
into the 1.99-mile road course in Carneros on
Sunday to pay their respects to Jeff Gordon, the
legendary driver who grew up down Highway
37 in Vallejo and has announced his impending
retirement.
The fans of the No. 24 car left disappointed as
Gordon finished 16th, well back in the pack. But
they got just about everything else a race fan
could crave — dazzling weather, eye-catching (but
injury-free) wrecks, daring passes and even a
sibling rivalry.
Kyle Busch outlasted his older brother, Kurt,
to win here for the second time. Kyle had won in
2008, so the raceway’s streak of 10 different winners in 10 years was snapped.
The allure of Sonoma remains, though.
Nestled between hot spells was a gorgeous day
at the track. Former California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger took a lap in the pace car. Retired Giants slugger Barry Bonds made the race,
as did now-renowned Santa Rosa rock climber

INSIDE

Kevin Jorgeson, this year’s grand marshal.
They were joined by the usual assortment of
NASCAR fans — couples with homemade Kevin
Harvick shirts, little kids holding scale models
of individual cars, underdressed young women
hawking tequila or spark plugs, guys with Dale
Earnhardt’s “88” shaved into their chest hair.
Even Gordon found something to celebrate.
“I know it wasn’t the finish we all wanted,” he
said, “but it was a very memorable weekend.”

■ Kerry Benefield
writes from Sonoma
Raceway on lure and
craziness of NASCAR.
■ Kyle Busch gets
much-needed win
as brother Kurt
finishes second.
Sports
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For more photos,
go to press
democrat.com.

MALONE, N.Y. — The second
of two convicted murderers who
staged a brazen escape three
weeks ago from a maximum-security prison in northern New
York was shot and captured
near the Canadian border on
Sunday, two days after his fellow
inmate was killed in a confrontation with law enforcement,
authorities said.
“The nightmare is finally
over,” Gov. Andrew Cuomo declared at a news
INSIDE
conference.
A state police Kitchen worker
sergeant shot charged in N.C.
David
Sweat escape / A4
in the town
of Constable, about 1½ miles
south of the Canadian border
and 30 miles northwest of the
prison, after spotting him walking along a road and recognizing
him, Cuomo said.
Sgt. Jay Cook was alone and
on routine patrol when he stumbled upon Sweat. He gave chase
when Sweat fled and decided to
fire as the fugitive approached a
tree line where Cook feared he
would lose him, state police said.
“I can only assume he was going for the border,” Superintendent Joseph D’Amico said.
The arrest ended a three-week
ordeal that sent 1,300 local, state
and federal law enforcement officers into the thickly forested
northern reaches of New York
and forced residents to tolerate
nerve-wracking armed checkpoints and property searches.
Sweat, who was unarmed,
was struck twice in the torso
and was taken to a hospital in
stable condition, authorities
said. He had not been formally
interviewed by investigators as
of late Sunday, but any inforTURN TO FUGITIVE, PAGE A5
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Questions about Alzheimer’s gender gap
Scientists try to figure out why
risk for women is nearly double
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
ASSOC I ATE D P R E SS

YOUNG KWAK / Associated Press

Amy Shives, 57, of Spokane, Wash., was
diagnosed in 2011 with Alzheimer’s disease.

WASHINGTON — Nearly two-thirds of
Americans with Alzheimer’s disease are
women, and now some scientists are questioning the long-held assumption that it’s
just because they tend to live longer than
men.
What else may put woman at extra risk?
Could it be genetics? Biological differences

in how women age? Maybe even lifestyle
factors?
Finding out might affect treatments or
preventive care.
One worrisome hint is that research
shows a notorious Alzheimer’s-related
gene has a bigger impact on women than
men.
“There are enough biological questions
pointing to increased risk in women that
we need to delve into that and find out
why,” said Maria Carrillo, chief science officer for the Alzheimer’s Association.
Last month, the association brought 15
TURN TO ALZHEIMER’S, PAGE A5
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